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3//

1TORSO

Our next step is to airbrush AK1576 Dual Exo Dark Wood 
24B in such a way that the priming layer isn’t fully covered, 
thus creating the strongest shadows.

2//
Using a mixture of AK11100 Light Brown (60%) and 
AK11065 Intense Pink (40%), we apply with a brush the first 
light, emphasizing the shapes and always overlapping the pre
vious tone without fully covering it. 

We start by priming the torso and head with 
AK11242 Black Primer.



With AK11053 Radiant Flesh we apply another highlight 
over the one created in the previous step, without covering it 
comple tely. In this type of anime figures, the grace lies in the 
strong contrast between the tones. 

For the last light we use AK11050 Light Flesh mixed with a 
dot of White. 

5//

4//
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To emphasize the shape of the mus cles, we accentuate all the 
contours with AK11407 Black Uniform Base creating strong 
shadows. As the final touch, we mark the wounds and bruises 
with AK11096 Wine Red. 

On the left arm we trace the shapes of the muscles with 
AK11074 Deep Purple. 

6//

7//



PAINTING
SKIRTOF THE

A layer of AK11242 Black Primer will also work 
as the strongest shadow at the end.1//

As a base tone we will airbrush Dual Exo paint AK1535 Star-
ship Grey 18A.

We mark the folds with a brush using a mixture of AK11074 
Deep Purple (80%) and AK11065 Intense Pink (20%).

2// 3//
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4//  The lower surfaces are painted with AK11129 Fluores-
cent Green in such a way that the shadows created with the 
priming layer still show through. 

5// We enhance the shadows with a mixture of AK11129 
Fluorescent Green (90%) and AK11421 Dark Olive Green 
(10%). 

6// We mark the ornament on the lower part of the skirt with 
AK11407 Black Uniform Base.

7// For the edging of the skirt, we use AK1578 Dark Cyani-
te 25B as a base tone. For the initial highlights, we use a 1:1 
mixture of the base colour and AK1577 Light Cyanite 25A. 
For the strongest highlights, we use AK11174 Snow Blue. 
Finally, we add some depth to the whole skirt by applying sma
ll black lines and outlining the chosen edges of folds in black. 



We use AK11113 Chocolate (Chipping) as the base colour. The first highlights are added with AK11438 British Uniform 
Lights. 

Stronger highlights are added over the previously applied to
nes with AK11053 Radiant Flesh. 

As a final highlights we apply fine strokes of AK11050 Light 
Flesh, again trying not to fully cover the effects created during 
the pre vious steps. 

As always, with black we give depth to the whole part, appl
ying the maximum shadow bordering to all the contours and 
cracks of the board. We also draw the typical thin stripes in 
anime style. 

PLANK
Painting of the
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